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Referring to how to prepare future teachers for teaching in advanced foreign 

languages in the rapidly developing world of information, a paradoxical conclusion 

can be drawn: despite the widespread use of CLIL in educational institutions, there 

is almost no unified European teacher training program for higher teacher 

education in this area. However, at the country level, such training is highly 

fragmented and ranges from the inclusion of relevant subjects in the curriculum to 

the introduction of additional language specialization for prospective teachers of 

non-linguistic languages. 

In our opinion, this situation can be explained, first of all, by the 

decentralization of higher education in Europe, a high degree of autonomy of local 

(regional) educational institutions and individual universities. A second major 

reason for the inconsistency in teacher training for teaching in non-native 

languages is the underdevelopment of the theoretical foundations of CLIL. The 

fact that the methodology of subject-language integrated learning is clearly focused 

on certain experiences and is always implemented taking into account the specific 

conditions and needs of the field has led to the practice of different CLIL models in 

different EU countries, which raises scientific questions among scientists and 

negatively affects the presence of a common theoretical  basics. 

In accordance with the requirements of the project “Tuning educational 

structures in Europe”, a future physics teacher must be competent, independent in 

acquiring knowledge, ready to receive and apply new knowledge, and apply 

scientific innovations in everyday life. This, in turn, requires the development of 

modern methods of teaching physics in а foreign languages to future physics 

teachers in higher educational institutions. 

In this regard, post-graduate student Y.Dossymov in his research work clearly 

demonstrated the pedagogical foundations of the Development of subject 

competence of future physics teachers based on teaching the subject «Mechanics» 

in English. Considering the fact that the doctoral dissertation contributes to the 

quality of education in the world, the advanced experience and research work of 

Y.Dossymov, conducted at the Sakarya University, Republic of Turkey, is one of 

the most pressing problems today. 

Achievements of research work of doctoral student Y.Dossymov can be 

summarized as follows: 

- The features and possibilities of the implementation of subject-language 

integrated learning (CLIL) in the future physics teacher’s preparation have been 

identified. It is obvious that these capabilities and features are the main sources of 

the development of science in this area. 



- Guided by theoretical and scientific-methodical works, as well as scientific 

principles and concepts of teaching, along with substantiating the results of 

research work, the concept of subject competence of future physics teachers is 

defined, the essence and structure are determined. 

- A methodological system for the development of future physics teacher’s 

subject competencies has been modeled and many recommendations have been 

given. 

- The theoretical results of the dissertation research work are confirmed by the 

analysis of the scientific work research level and the definition of the basic 

concepts. 

The thesis main content was studied in accordance with the topic, and the 

results were published as articles in the leading journals of the world. Thus, it is 

clear that the candidate's thesis of doctoral student Y.Dossymov will add new 

information in the field of teaching physics. 

The scientific results of the project will make a great contribution to the 

development of science and technology in the world, in the Turkic world, as well 

as in Kazakhstan. Considering that scientific innovations in technical disciplines 

are published in English for the first time, this direction is developing in the Turkic 

world only under the influence of people with developed subject-linguistic 

competence in these disciplines. 

The thesis of doctoral student Y.Dossymov for the degree «Doctor of 

Philosophy» (Ph.D) in the specialty 6D011000 – Physics on the topic 

"Development of subject competence of future physics teachers based on teaching 

the subject «Mechanics» in English" was studied and completed in accordance 

with the requirements. I believe that Y.Dossymov fully deserves the degree of 

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in the specialty 6D011000 - "Physics".  

 

 
 

 

 

 






